
Today’s Date

BIRTHDAY PARTY RESERVATIONS

Parent’s Name:

Child’s Name:

Contact Number:

Email Address:

Date Of Party: Age Child Will Be Turning:

Number Of Kids: Number Of Adults:

Options

1:00pm-3:00pm

4:00pm-6:00pm

Other Time:

Payment

RENTAL FEES

Lobby Set Up Fee: $100 per hour - up to 50

Lifeguard: $125 per hour - up to 100

Deposit: $25 Set-up fee

Amount Due: Set up 20 mins early

Total: access prior to rental

Signature:



Facility Rules

1. All Fees are to be paid no later than the beginning of rental.
2. Each Group will be held responsible for the damages they cause.
3. No eating or drinking in the pool area. Please use the Lobby area only.
4. No smoking or alcoholic beverages.
5. Person applying for rental MUST confirm reservation with the Aquatics

Director.
6. A responsible adult of at least 21 years of age must sponsor youth

groups and take responsibility for making the reservation.
7. Each Group must provide a representative responsible for the group, to

be present at time of rental.
8. The Community Pool reserves the right to have preference in the

scheduling of the events in the pool.
9. Groups using the facilities are expected to leave it in the same

condition as it was found.
10. Failure to conform to the established rules may result in the loss of

privileges in using any recreation facility and loss of deposit.
11. If schedule is available, parties renting the facility may use the lobby

area for decorations and serving refreshments for $25 additional fee.
Groups serving refreshments are expected to clean up the area after
use.

Pool Rules

1. Swimmers that are 4 feet or shorter are required to have an adult in
the water with them at all times.

2. Swimmers MUST pass a swim test to go in the deep end or off the
diving board.

Swim test: swimmers must swim without stopping from the 4ft to the 12 ft
depth with face in the water, having continuous forward movements. No
doggy paddle allowed.

3. No running
4. No rough housing on or around the pool equipment. Exp: Slide &

diving board.
5. Can provide your lifejackets, but MUST be Coast Guard certified.

NOWater Wings allowed.


